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Global
 Reach.
 On-Time 
Delivery, 
Every Time.


Elevate your brand with XPDEL’s robust fulfillment and logistics services. 
 Our advanced technology and operational expertise ensure your
 products reach your customers on time, leaving them delighted
 and your business thriving.


Get Started













Accelerate 

Your Growth


With the XPDEL Difference:
 Empowering Established and Emerging Brands

Deliver a seamless customer experience with our exemplary 
 fulfillment systems, processes, and experts.  
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Nationwide 

Coverage 


 Same day,
next day,
 2 day.
Serving across 
North America.


 MORE ABOUT Our

COVERAGE
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Inventory

 Optimization


The right inventory, 
 at the right place,
at the right time. With 
 analytics, we help
you
 align product supply 
 to the demand.


 MORE ABOUT OUR

 Inventory OPtimization
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Live


Visibility 


Dashboards at your 
 fingertips - you see 
 your inventory and 
 orders live at all

 times.


 MORE ABOUT OUR

Live Visibility
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Customer


Experience


Our experienced leaders 
 and frontline teams will 
 ensure the perfect order 
 every
time.


 MORE ABOUT Our

customer experience
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Advanced


Technology



We support multiple

sales channels. Our 
 WMS
ensures the accuracy
 of the order.
Our TMS 
 helps select the best shipping 

method for delivery.


 MORE ABOUT OUR 

TECHNOLOGY
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Easy


Returns


We can pick up 
 customer returns 
 from their home or 
 make it easy for 
 them to
ship.


 MORE ABOUT OUR

 EASY RETURNS
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Empowering You 

For D2C And B2B


We help you grow with multi-channel fulfillment whether it's shipping directly
to consumers, delivering to businesses, or selling through retail stores. Our network provides
nationwide coverage for fast delivery, our operations support products of all sizes and types, and
our advanced technology ensures order accuracy and consistent customer experience.
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Empowering you 

for D2C and B2B












We help you grow with multi-channel fulfillment whether its shipping directly to
consumers, delivering to businesses, or selling through retail stores. Our network provides
nationwide coverage for fast delivery, our operations support products of all sizes and types, and
our advanced technology ensures order accuracy and consistent customer experience.
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Custom Workflows for 

Your Industry


Our experts design a custom supply chain solution for your industry, streamlining your 

operations and enhancing customer experience.
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Food & 

Beverage

Deliver your perishable products
fresh and in perfect condition




Read More
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Health, Wellness 

& Beauty

Rapidly scale your business, while delivering
the highest level of quality and customer experience




Read More
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Fashion, Apparel 

& Sports

Fulfill the demands of today’s fashion
-conscious consumers




Read More
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Rental & 
 Subscription
Elevate your rental & subscription business with our customized logistics solutions




Read More





















Network of Fulfillment Centers 

Across North America


Same Day,
Next Day, 2 Day
Delivery
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Brooklyn,

New York
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Brooklyn,

New York
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Lawrenceville, 
Georgia
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Orlando,

Florida
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Seattle, 
Washington
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Coppell, 

Texas
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Houston, 
 Texas
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La Vergne,
 Tennessee
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La Mirada, 
 California
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Las Vegas, 
 Nevada
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Hayward, 
 California
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Denver, 
 Colorado
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Detroit, 
 Michigan
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Elk Grove 

Village, Illinois
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Minneapolis, 
 Minnesota
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Cleveland, 
 Ohio
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South Bend,
 Indiana
















98%of the US population 

reached within two days
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START NOW,

SCALE FAST!


ONBOARD WITH US IN 1-3
WEEKS





	01Integrate systems easily
	02Select locations strategically
	03Move-in inventory with our logistics 
	04Start shipping!



















Operations Powered By 

Advanced Technology








Designed and developed by industry veterans, 

our technology is your competitive advantage









Operations Powered By 

Advanced Technology


Designed and developed by industry veterans, 

our technology is your competitive advantage
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01 End-to-End Visibility







Live dashboards at your fingertips
to see inventory, orders, and performance metrics.










02 Live Tracking







For local delivery, national shipping,
or retail distribution.










03 Customer Notifications







Beyond providing order status, we enable
two-way live communication, customer
specific instructions, and powerful avenue for
your product promotions.




















Operations Powered By 

Advanced Technology


Designed and developed by industry veterans, 

our technology is your competitive advantage












	

01 End-to-End Visibility 

Live dashboards at your fingertips 

to see inventory, orders, and
 performance metrics.





	

02Live Tracking 

For local delivery, national shipping, 

or retail distribution.





	

03 Customer Notifications 

Beyond providing order status, we enable 
 two-way live communication, customer 

specific instructions, and powerful avenue 
for your product promotions.





	
 More about our
technology
















Customer Returns 
 Made Easy


Pickup from home or drop off



Returns are inevitable. Making it easier for your customers makes them 
 want to buy more from
you. We help make returns seamless, including
 pickup from home where customers can select the
day for pickup.
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Hassle-Free 
 Returns 

Customers can schedule

pickup from home or drop off

returns
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Disposition 
 Options 

You decide how you 

would like us to handle 

the returned goods














Know more about Easy
Returns











Supply Chain for 

Food and Beverage


We provide fulfillment and logistics 

services for food products













XPDEL now manages the food supply chain
for D2C delivery and B2B distribution.








	01Ambient, Cool, Frozen Temperatures
	02Packaging Innovation for Temp Control
	03Zone Skip Using Air and Road Freight
	04Liquor Delivery in Select Markets
	05Vision Technology for Automated Replenishment







Know more












HAPPY CUSTOMERS, 

HAPPY BUSINESS


Our customer success stories



At XPDEL, we take pride in providing exceptional services and customized 
 solutions for our customers. But don’t just take our word for it.
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We’ve recently moved to XPDEL and have found them responsive, helpful, and organized. Our orders are fulfilled quickly, and the team responds quickly to questions. 



Elizabeth Corlin 
 Head of Else Care, Customer Success
Else Nutrition GH LTD
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Though a warehouse move can have it's hangups, the Xpdel team was the ideal partner to see us through this transition. Their team remained consistent in the communication and support offered to us to ensure a seamless transition with minimal interruptions to our clients. 

They have a robust array of technological capabilities that have greatly improved our internal ways of working.



Mabel Uffre 
Senior Manager - Retail Operations
Equilibria
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XPDEL has been a great logistics and fulfillment partner for our company. Its team has helped us solve issues like unexpected volume increase and have aided in devising long and short strategies to address logistical challenges.

They persistently developed their platform to meet our specific technical requirements, allowing for increased productivity and the ability for us to provide our D2C and B2B customers with best-in-class support! 



Ed Reed 
 Manager, DTC Operations
PUFFCO
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XPDEL's services have been invaluable in streamlining our logistics operations. We use XPDEL solutions for a wide range of services – including warehousing, transportation, and order fulfillment for both our D2C and B2B orders. 

Furthermore, XPDEL employs the latest technology & systems to optimize order fulfillment and provide real-time visibility and tracking of shipments. This helped us make informed decisions and adjust our operations to meet changing customer demands. 



Banu Khurana 
Co-owner
3 Sprouts
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HAPPY CUSTOMERS, 

HAPPY BUSINESS


Our customer success stories



At XPDEL, we take pride in providing exceptional services and customized 
 solutions for our customers. But don’t just take our word for it.
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XPDEL has been a great logistics and fulfillment partner for our company. Its team has helped us solve issues like unexpected volume increase and have aided in devising long and short strategies to address logistical challenges. 

They persistently developed their platform to meet our specific technical requirements, allowing for increased productivity and the ability for us to provide our D2C and B2B customers with best-in-class support! 



Ed Reed
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XPDEL's services have been invaluable in streamlining our logistics operations. We use XPDEL solutions for a wide range of services – including warehousing, transportation, and order fulfillment for both our D2C and B2B orders. 

Furthermore, XPDEL employs the latest technology & systems to optimize order fulfillment and provide real-time visibility and tracking of shipments. This helped us make informed decisions and adjust our operations to meet changing customer demands. 



Banu Khurana, Co-owner




















Integrations and Partners


Everything you need to scale your business












	

eCommerce Platforms


	

Carrier Partners


	

EDI & ERP Solutions


	

Marketing, Finance & CRM
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Shopify
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Walmart
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Google Shopping
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Amazon
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Magento
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WooCommerce
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Etsy
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Wix
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BigCommerce
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eBay
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UPS
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DHL
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FedEx
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TForce
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Axlehire
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USPS
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Pitney Bowes
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GLS
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Lone Star
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UPS Freight
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NetSuite
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Microsoft Dynamics 
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SAP
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Salesforce
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SPS
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TrueCommerce
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Integral
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DiCentral
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Brightpearl
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CartRover
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Klaviyo
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TaxJar 
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QuickBooks
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Stripe
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How shipping Helps in faster deliveries and reducing costs










To keep your eCommerce business aloat, smart shipping is the answer. Apart from reducing costs by...



Read more
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How smart shipping Helps in faster deliveries and reducing costs









Read more
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How smart shipping Helps in faster deliveries and reducing costs










Read more

























We delight your customers with our service



while we open new sales channels 

and marketplaces for you


Get Started
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Contact Us
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2625 Townsgate Road
Ste. 330
 Westlake
Village CA 91361
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+1 (516) 530-9108
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[email protected]
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	United States 
	Canada
	Amsterdam
	India
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